I review the relationship between AdS/CFT ( anti-de Sitter / conformal field theory) dualities and the general theory of positive energy unitary representations of non-compact space-time groups and supergroups. I show , in particular, how one can go from the manifestly unitary compact basis of the lowest weight ( positive energy) representations of the conformal group ( Wigner picture) to the manifestly covariant coherent state basis ( Dirac picture). The coherent states labelled by the space-time coordinates correspond to covariant fields with a definite conformal dimension. These results extend to higher dimensional Minkowskian spacetimes as well as generalized spacetimes defined by Jordan algebras and Jordan triple systems. The second part of my talk discusses the extension of the above results to conformal supergroups of Minkowskian superspaces as well as of generalized superspaces defined by Jordan superalgebras. The (super)-oscillator construction of generalized (super)-conformal groups can be given a dynamical realization in terms of generalized (super)-twistor fields.
Introduction
Since the conjecture of Maldacena [1] on the duality between the large N limits of certain conformal field theories (CFT) in d dimensions and the superstring theory ,in a certain limit, on the product of d + 1 dimensional anti-de Sitter (AdS) spaces with spheres an enormous amount of research has been done on AdS/CFT dualities [2] . The most studied example of this duality is between the N = 4 super Yang-Mills in d = 4 and the IIB superstring over AdS 5 × S 5 in the large N limit. In [3] it was pointed out how the conjecture of Maldacena can be understood on the basis of some work done long time ago on Kaluza-Klein supergravity theories. Referring to [3] for details and references to the earlier work let us recall the salient features of the earlier work that bear directly on the Maldacena conjecture. In [4] the unitary supermultiplets of the d = 4 AdS supergroups OSp(2N/4, R) were constructed and the spectrum of the S 7 compactification of eleven dimensional supergravity was shown to fit into an infinite tower of short unitary supermultiplets of OSp(8/4, R). The ultra-short singleton supermultiplet of OSp(8/4, R) sits at the bottom of this infinite tower of Kaluza-Klein modes and decouple from the spectrum as local gauge degrees of freedom [4] . However , even though it decouples from the spectrum as local gauge modes, one can generate the entire spectrum of 11-dimensional supergravity over S 7 by tensoring p copies ("colors") (p = 2, 3, 4, . . .) of singleton supermultiplets and restricting oneself to "CPT self-conjugate " vacuum supermultiplets. 2 The compactification of 11-d supergravity over the four sphere S 4 down to seven dimensions was studied in [5, 6] and its spectrum was shown to fall into an infinite tower of unitary supermultiplets of OSp(8 * /4) with the even subgroup SO(6, 2) × U Sp(4) in [5] . Again the vacuum doubleton supermultiplet of OSp(8 * /4) decouples from the spectrum as local gauge degrees of freedom 3 . It consists of five scalars, four fermions and a self-dual two form field [5] . The entire physical spectrum of 11-dimensional supergravity over S 4 is obtained by simply tensoring an arbitrary number (colors) of the doubleton supermultiplets and restricting oneself to the vacuum supermultiplets [5] .
The spectrum of the S 5 compactification of ten dimensional IIB supergravity was calculated in [7, 8] . Again the entire spectrum falls into an infinite tower of massless and massive unitary supermultiplets of N = 8 AdS 5 superalgebra SU (2, 2/4) [7] . The "CPT self-conjugate" doubleton supermultiplet of N = 8 AdS superalgebra decouples from the physical spectrum as local gauge degrees of freedom. By tensoring it with itself repeatedly and restricting oneself to the CP T self-conjugate vacuum supermultiplets one generates the entire spectrum of Kaluza-Klein states of ten dimensional IIB supergravity on S 5 .
The authors of [7, 9] pointed out that the CPT self-conjugate N = 8 AdS 5 doubleton supermultiplet does not have a Poincare limit in five dimensions and its field theory exists only on the boundary of AdS 5 which can be identified with the d = 4 Minkowski space . Furthermore, they pointed out, for the first time, that the doubleton field theory of SU (2, 2/4) is the conformally invariant N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory in d = 4. Similarly, the singleton supermultiplet of OSp(8/4, R) and the doubleton supermultiplet of OSp(8 * /4) do not have a Poincare limit in d = 4 and d = 7, respectively, and their field theories are conformally invariant theories in one lower dimension 4 . Thus we see that at the level of physical states the proposal of Maldacena is perfectly consistent with the above mentioned results if we assume that the spectrum of the superconformal field theories fall into ("CP T self-conjugate" ) vacuum supermultiplets. Remarkably, this is equivalent to assuming that the spectrum consists of "color" singlet supermultiplets. ! 2 Massless and Massive Supermultiplets of Antide Sitter Supergroups
The Poincaré limit of the remarkable representations (singletons) of the d = 4 AdS group SO(3, 2) discovered by Dirac [10] are known to be singular [11] . However, the tensor product of two singleton unitary irreducible representations of SO(3, 2) decomposes into an infinite set of massless unitary irreducible representations which do have a smooth Poincaré limit [11, 12, 13] . Similarly, the tensor product of two singleton supermultiplets of N extended AdS 4 supergroup OSp(N/4, R) decomposes into an infinite set of massless supermultiplets which do have a Poincaré limit in five dimensions [13, 4, 14, 15] . The AdS groups SO(d − 1, 2) in higher dimensions than four that do admit supersymmetric extensions have doubleton representations only. The doubleton supermultiplets of extended AdS supergroups in d = 5 (SU (2, 2/N )) and d = 7 (OSp(8 * /2N )) share the same remarkable features of the singleton supermultiplets of d = 4 AdS supergroups i.e the tensor product of any two doubletons decompose into an infinite set of massless supermultiplets [5, 7, 15, 16, 17, 18] . In d = 3 the AdS group SO(2, 2) is not simple and is isomorphic to SO(2, 1)×SO(2, 1). Since each SO(2, 1) factor can be extended to a simple superalgebra with some internal symmetry group one has a rich variety of AdS supergroups in d = 3 [19] . Since locally we have the isomorphisms SO(2, 1) ≈ SL(2, R) ≈ SU (1, 1) ≈ Sp(2, R) the AdS supergroups in d = 3 (and hence in d = 2) admit singleton representations [19] . Since the Poincaré mass operator is not an invariant ( Casimir) operator of the AdS group the following definition of a massless representation (or supermultiplet) of an AdS group (or supergroup) was proposed in [20] :
A representation (or a supermultiplet) of an AdS group (or supergroup) is massless if it occurs in the decomposition of the tensor product of two singleton or two doubleton representations (or supermultiplets).
The tensor product of more than two copies of the singleton or doubleton supermultiplets of AdS supergroups decompose into an infinite set of massive supermultiplets in the respective dimensions as has been amply demonstrated within the Kaluza-Klein supergravity theories [5, 4, 7] and more recently [16, 17, 18] . A noncompact group that admits only doubleton representations can always be embedded in a larger noncompact group that admits singleton representations. In such cases the singleton representation of the larger group decomposes , in general, into an infinite tower of doubleton representations of the subgroup.
Unitary Lowest Weight Representations of Noncompact Groups
A representation of a non-compact group is said to be of the lowest weight type if the spectrum of at least one of its generators is bounded from below within the representation space. A non-compact simple group G admits unitary lowest weight representations (ULWR) if and only if its quotient space G/H with respect to its maximal compact subgroup H is an hermitian symmetric space [21] . Thus the complete list of simple non-compact groups G that admit ULWRS's follows from the list of irreducible hermitian symmetric spaces [21] which we give below:
The Lie algebra g of a non-compact group G that admits ULWR's has a 3-grading with respect to the Lie algebra h of its maximal compact subgroup H i.e Table 1 :
where g 0 = h and we have the formal commutation relations
m, n = ∓1, 0 and g (m) ≡ 0 for |m| > 1.
In [12] the general oscillator construction of unitary lowest weight representations (ULWR) of non-compact groups was given. Particular cases of the oscillator construction for certain representations of some special groups such as SU (1, 1) and SU (2) had previously appeared in the physics literature.
To construct the ULWR's one first realizes the generators of the noncompact group G as bilinears of bosonic oscillators transforming in a certain representation of H. Then in the corresponding Fock space F one chooses a set of states |Ω >, referred to as the "lowest weight vector" (lwv), which transforms irreducibly under H and which are annihilated by the generators belonging to the g −1 space. Then by acting on |Ω > repeatedly with the generators belonging to the g +1 space one obtains an infinite set of states
This set of states forms the basis of an irreducible unitary lowest weight representation of g. (The irreducibility of the representation of g follows from the irreducibility of the lwv |Ω > under h. The bosonic oscillators a i (r) satisfy the canonical commutation relations
where the upper indices i, j, k, ... are the indices in the representation R of h under which the oscillators transform and r, s.. = 1, 2, ..p label the different sets of oscillators. We denote the creation (annihilation) operators with upper (lower) indices i, j, .., respectively :
Generally, R is the fundamental representation of h and we shall refer to p as the number of colors. The generators are color singlet bilinears but the lowest weight vector |Ω > and hence the infinite tower of vectors belonging to the corresponding ULWR can carry color. Depending on the non-compact group the minimal number p of colors required to realize the generators can be one or two. If p min = 1, we shall call the corresponding unitary irreducible representations singletons and if p min = 2, they will be referred to as doubletons [5] . The non-compact groups Sp(2n, R) admit singleton unitary irreducible representations [12, 4, 14, 15] while the groups SO * (2n) and SU (n, m) admit doubleton unitary irreducible representations [12, 5, 7, 23, 15] . We should note that the "remarkable representations" of the four dimensional AdS group SO(3, 2) with the covering group Sp(4, R) discovered by Dirac [10] are simply the singletons. While when p min = 1 for a given non-compact group there exist only two singletons , one finds infinitely many doubletons for p min = 2. The two singletons of Sp(4, R) can be associated with spin zero and spin 1 2 fields. On the other hand the d = 7 AdS group SO * (8) = SO(6, 2) admits infinitely many doubletons corresponding to fields of arbitrarily large spin [5, 18] . However, we should note that the doubleton fields are not of the form of the most general higher spin fields in d = 7. Their decomposition with respect to the little group SU (4) ≡ Spin(6) in d = 7 correspond to those representations of SU (4) whose Young-Tableaux have only one row [5, 18] . Whereas the general massive higher spin fields correspond to the representations of the little group with arbitrary Young-Tableaux.
If one replaces the bosonic oscillators with fermionic ones, then the above construction leads to the unitary representations of the compact forms of the corresponding groups. One finds that the compact U Sp(2n) admits doubleton (unitary irreducible) representations (finitely many) while the group SO(2n) admits two singleton (unitary irreducible) representations [20] . The singletons of SO(2n) are the two spinor representations. In general the compact group U Sp(2n) admits n non-trivial doubleton representations. For U Sp(4) they are the spinor representation (4) and the adjoint representation (10). The two singletons (spinors) of SO(2n) combine to form the unique singleton (spinor representation) of SO(2n + 1).
Unitary Lowest Weight Representations of Noncompact Supergroups
The extension of the oscillator method to the construction of the ULWR's of non-compact supergroups with a three-graded structure with respect to a maximal compact subsupergroup was given in [22] 5 . This method was further developed and applied to space-time supergroups and Kaluza-Klein supergravity theories in the eighties [5, 4, 7, 19] . The general construction of the ULWR's of the noncompact supergroup OSp(2n/2m, R) with the even subgroup SO(2n) × Sp(2m, R) was studied in [14] and the ULWR's of OSp(2n * /2m) with the even subgroup SO * (2n) × U Sp(2m) in reference [23] . More recently a detailed study of the unitary supermultiplets of the supergroups SU (2, 2/4) and of OSp(8 * /4) relevant to AdS/CFT dualities in M-theory was given in [16, 17] and [18] , respectively. Consider now the Lie superalgebra g of a non-compact supergroup G that has a 3-graded structure with respect to a compact subsuperalgebra g 0 of maximal rank
To construct the ULWR's of g we first realize its generators as bilinears of a set of superoscillators ξ A (ξ A ) whose first m components are bosonic and the remaining n components are fermionic
which satisfy the supercommutation relations
where [ , } means an anti-commutator for any two fermionic oscillators and a commutator otherwise. Furthermore we have
Generally the operators belonging to the g −1 and g +1 spaces are realized as super di-annihilation and di-creation operators respectively. Consider now a lowest weight vector |Ω >, that transforms irreducibly under g 0 and is annihilated by g −1 operators. Acting on |Ω > with the g +1 operators repeatedly one generates an infinite set of states that form the basis of a ULWR of g
The resulting ULWR is uniquely labelled by |Ω >. A supergroup g admits singleton or doubleton unitary irreducible representations depending on whether p min = 1 or p min = 2, respectively. For example the non-compact supergroup OSp(2n/2m, R) with even subgroup SO(2n) × Sp(2m, R) admits singleton representations. The non-compact supergroup OSp(2n * /2m) with even subgroup SO(2n) * × U Sp(2m) admits doubleton representations, as does the supergroup SU (n, m/p) with even subgroup S(U (n, m) × U (p)). There exist only two irreducible singleton supermultiplets of the non-compact supergroup OSp(2n/2m, R) [4, 14] . On the other hand, the supergroups OSp(2n * /2m) and SU (n, m/p) admit infinitely many irreducible doubleton supermultiplets [5, 23, 7, 16, 17] . In contrast to the situation with noncompact groups, not all noncompact supergroups that have ULWRs admit a three grading with respect to a compact subsupergroup of maximal rank. The method of [22] was generalized to the case when the noncompact supergroup admits a 5-grading with respect to a compact subsupergroup of maximal rank in [24] . For example, the superalgebra of OSp(2n + 1/2m, R) admits a 5-grading with respect to its compact subsuperalgebra U (n/m) , but it does not admit a three grading with respect to a compact subsuperalgebra of maximal rank for general n and m. All finite dimensional non-compact supergroups do admit a 5-grading with respect to a compact subsupergroup of maximal rank [24] .
5 Generalized space-times defined by Jordan algebras
Generalized Rotation, Lorentz and Conformal Groups
The twistor formalism in four-dimensional space-time (d = 4) leads naturally to the representation of four vectors in terms of 2 × 2 Hermitian matrices over the field of complex numbers C. In particular, the coordinate four vectors x µ can be represented as :
Since the Hermitian matrices over the field of complex numbers close under the symmetric anti-commutator product we can regard the coordinate vectors as elements of a Jordan algebra denoted as J C 2 [25, 26] . Then the rotation, Lorentz and conformal groups in d = 4 can be identified with the automorphism , reduced structure and Möbius ( linear fractional) groups of the Jordan algebra of 2×2 complex Hermitian matrices J C 2 [26] . The reduced structure group Str 0 (J) of a Jordan algebra J is simply the invariance group of its norm form N (J). (The structure group Str(J) = Str 0 (J) × SO(1, 1) ,on the other hand, is simply the invariance group of N (J) up to an overall constant scale factor.) Furthermore, this interpretation allows one to define generalized space-times whose coordinates are parametrized by the elements of Jordan algebras 6 [25] . The rotation Rot(J), Lorentz Lor(J) and conformal Con(J) groups of these generalized space-times are then identified with the automorphism Aut(J), reduced structure Str 0 (J) and Möbius Mö(J) groups of the corresponding Jordan algebra [25, 26, 27, 28] 7 . Denoting as J A n the Jordan algebra of n × n Hermitian matrices over the division algebra A and the Jordan algebra of Dirac gamma matrices in d ( Euclidean) dimensions as Γ(d) one finds the following symmetry groups of generalized space-times defined by simple Jordan algebras: Table 2 :
The symbols R, C, H, O represent the four division algebras. For the Jordan algebras J A n the norm form is the determinantal form ( or its generalization to the quaternionic and octonionic matrices). For the Jordan algebra Γ(d) generated by Dirac gamma matrices Γ i (i = 1, 2, ...d)
the norm of a general element x = x 0 1 + x i Γ i of Γ(d) is quadratic and 6 More generally one can define spacetimes coordinatized by the elements of Jordan triple systems and study their symmetry groups [28] . However, in this talk we restrict ourselves to spacetimes (superspaces) coordinatized by Jordan algebras ( Jordan superalgebras) 7 Similar algebraic structures appear also in the study of internal U-duality groups of extended supergravity theories [29, 30] .
given by
wherex = x 0 1 − x i Γ i . Its automorphism, reduced structure and Möbius groups are simply the rotation, Lorentz and conformal groups of (d + 1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. One finds the following special isomorphisms between the Jordan algebras of 2 × 2 Hermitian matrices over the four division algebras and the Jordan algebras of gamma matrices:
The Minkowski spacetimes they correspond to are precisely the critical dimensions for the existence of super Yang-Mills theories as well as of the classical Green-Schwarz superstrings. These Jordan algebras are all quadratic and their norm forms are precisely the quadratic invariants constructed using the Minkowski metric.
Covariant Quantum Fields over Generalized Spacetimes and the ULWR's of Their Conformal Groups
A remarkable fact about Table 2 is that the maximal compact subgroups of the generalized conformal groups of formally real Jordan algebras are simply the compact forms of their structure groups (generalized Lorentz group times dilatations). Furthermore, they all admit unitary representations (positive energy) of the lowest weight type. 8 For example, the conformal group of the Jordan algebra J C 2 corresponding to the four dimensional Minkowski space is SU (2, 2) with a maximal compact subgroup SU (2)×SU (2)×U (1) which is simply the compact form of the structure group SL(2, C) × SO(1, 1). In [17] it was explicitly shown how to go from the compact SU (2) × SU (2) × U (1) basis of the ULWR's of SU (2, 2) to the manifestly covariant SL(2, C) × SO(1, 1) basis. The transition from the compact to the covariant basis corresponds simply to going from a "particle" basis to a coherent state basis of the ULWR. The coherent states are labelled by the elements of J C 2 i.e by the coordinates of four dimensional Minkowski space. One can then establish a one-to-one correspondence between irreducible ULWR's of SU (2, 2) and the fields transforming irreducibly under the Lorentz group SL(2, C) with a definite conformal dimension. Thus one can associate with irreducible ULWR's of SU (2, 2) fields transforming covariantly under the Lorentz group with a definite conformal dimension.
Similarly, the conformal group SO * (8) of the Jordan algebra J H 2 parametrizing the six dimensional Minkowski space has a maximal compact subgroup U (4) which is the compact form of the structure group SU * (4) × SO(1, 1) . In [18] it was shown explicitly how to go from the compact U (4) basis of the ULWR's of SO * (8) to the non-compact basis SU * (4) × SO(1, 1) which is simply the Lorentz group in six dimensions times dilatations. The coherent states of the non-compact basis are again labelled by the elements of J H 2 , i.e the coordinates of 6d Minkowski space. Thus each irreducible ULWR of SO * (8) can be identified with a field transforming covariantly under the Lorentz group SU * (4) with a definite conformal dimension.
The results obtained explicitly for the conformal groups of J C 2 and J H 2 extend to the conformal groups of all formally real Jordan algebras and of Hermitian Jordan triple systems [34] . The general theory can be summarized as follows: Let g be the Lie algebra of the conformal group of a formally real Jordan algebra and g 0 the Lie algebra of its maximal compact subgroup. Then g has a three-graded decomposition with respect to g 0 :
where the grading is determined by the "conformal energy operator". Now let n 0 be the Lie algebra of the structure group of the Jordan algebra or triple system. Then g has a 3-graded decomposition with respect to n 0 as well:
where the grading is defined by the generator of scale transformations. In the compact basis an irreducible ULWR of Conf (J) is uniquely determined by a lowest weight vector |Ω transforming irreducibly under the maximal compact subgroup K that is annihilated by the operators belonging to g − g − |Ω = 0 (5 -7)
As was done explicitly for the conformal groups in 4 and 6 dimensions [17, 18] one can show that there exists a complex rotation operator W in the representation space with the property that the vector W |Ω is annihilated by all the generators belonging to n − n − W |Ω = 0 (5 -8) and it transforms in a finite dimensional non-unitary representation of the non-compact structure group. Remarkably the transformation properties of W |Ω under the structure group coincide with the transformation properties of |Ω under the maximal compact subgroup K. In particular, the conformal dimension of the vector W |Ω is simply the negative of the conformal energy of |Ω . If one chooses a basis e µ for the Jordan algebra J and denote the generators of generalized translations in the space n + corresponding to e µ as P µ , then the coherent states defined by the action of generalized translations on W |Ω |Φ(x µ := e ix µ Pµ W |Ω (5 -9)
form the covariant basis of the ULWR of the generalized conformal group Con(J) 9 . The coherent states |Φ(x µ labelled by the coordinates correspond to conformal fields transforming covariantly under the Lorentz group with a definite conformal dimension. Since the state W |Ω is annihilated by the generators of special conformal transformations K µ belonging to the space n − this proves that the irreducible ULWR's are equivalent to representations induced by finite dimensional irreps of the Lorentz group with a definite conformal dimension and trivial special conformal transformation properties. This generalizes the well-known construction of the positive energy representations of the four dimensional conformal group SU (2, 2) [31, 17] to all generalized conformal groups of formally real Jordan algebras and Hermitian Jordan triple systems. They are simply induced representations with respect to the maximal parabolic subgroup Str(J) ⊙ S J where ⊙ denotes semi-direct product and S J is the Abelian subgroup generated by generalized special conformal transformations. We should perhaps note that the generalized Poincaré groups associated with the spacetimes defined by Jordan algebras are of the form
where T J is the Abelian subgroup generated by generalized translations P µ . For quadratic Jordan algebras, Γ(d) , PG(Γ(d)) is simply the Poincaré group in d dimensional Minkowski space. The group PG(Γ(d)) has a quadratic Casimir operator M 2 = P µ P µ which is simply the mass operator. For Jordan algebras J of degree n the generalized Poincaré group PG(J) has a Casimir invariant of order n constructed out of the generalized translation generators P µ . For example for the exceptional Jordan algebra J O 3 the corresponding Casimir invariant is cubic and has the form
where C µνρ is the symmetric invariant tensor of the generalized Lorentz group
6 Generalized superspaces defined by Jordan superalgebras and their symmetry supergroups
The generalized space-times defined by Jordan algebras can be extended to define generalized superspaces over Jordan superalgebras and super Jordan triple systems [26, 27] . A Jordan superalgebra is a Z 2 graded algebra J = J 0 + J 1 with a supersymmetric product
which satisfies the identity
where the mixed bracket [ , } denotes the usual Lie superbracket and L a denotes left multiplication by the element a of J. Jordan superalgebras have been classified by Kac [32] . One defines the generalized superspaces by multiplying the even elements of a Jordan superalgebra J by real coordinates and their odd elements by Grassmann coordinates [26, 27] . The rotation, Lorentz and conformal supergroups of these generalized superspaces are then given the the automorphism, reduced structure and Möbius supergroups of J. A complete list of these supergroups was given in [27] . We reproduce this list in Table 3 .
The conformal groups of formally real Jordan algebras all admit ULWR's and as explained above one can associate with each irreducible ULWR a covariant conformal field with a definite conformal dimension. Hence we shall restrict ourselves to those Jordan superalgebras or super Jordan triple systems whose conformal supergroups admit unitary representations of the lowest weight type. The general theory for the construction of the unitary Table 3 : Below we give generalized rotation, Lorentz and conformal supergroups of Jordan superalgebras J by using a modified version of Kac's notation for labeling Jordan superalgebras and giving only the compact forms of the various supergroups. The Jordan superalgebra of type X with m even elements and n odd elements is denoted as JX(m/n) and the term U (1) F below denotes the "fermionic" U (1) factor generated by a single odd generator.
JD ( lowest weight representations of non-compact supergroups was given in [22] , both in a compact particle state basis as well as the compact super-coherent state basis. The coherent states defined in [22] for non-compact groups G are labelled by the complex variables parametrizing the hermitian symmetric space G/H where H is the maximal compact subgroup. On the other hand the coherent states defined in [17] for SU (2, 2) and in [18] for OSp(8 * |4) as well as their generalizations to all non-compact groups discussed in the previous section are labelled by real (generalized) coordinates of the (generalized) space-times on which G acts as a (generalized) conformal group. The even subgroup of (generalized) conformal supergroups SCon(JX) are of the form G × K where G is the (generalized) conformal group and K is some compact internal symmetry group. The ULWR's of SCon(JX) decompose into a set of irreducible ULWR's of G × K. By acting on the lowest weight vectors of the irreducible ULWR's of G × K with the operator e ix µ Pµ W (6 -3)
one obtains a set of coherent states transforming covariantly under the (generalized) Lorentz group Lor(J) with definite conformal dimension. Thus the irreducible ULWR's of SCon(JX) correspond simply to a supermultiplet of fields transforming irreducibly under Lor(J) × K with definite conformal dimension. If one starts from the compact super-coherent state basis of SCon(JX) and goes over to the non-compact basis one obtains a "superstate" which corresponds to a superfield built out of covariant fields multiplied by appropriate Grassmann parameters 10 . It is also possible to define covariant super-coherent states directly by acting on the lowest weight vector |Ω of the ULWR of SCon(JX) by the operator e ix µ Pµ+θ α Qα W (6 -4)
where Q α are the (generalized) "Poincaré" supersymmetry generators. A detailed formulation of the covariant super-coherent state basis of the ULWR's of generalized conformal supergroups will be given elsewhere [34] . Before concluding I should point out that the simple yet powerful oscillator method for the construction of the ULWR's of non-compact superconformal groups can be given a dynamical realization in terms of twistorial or super-twistorial fields such that the (super)-oscillators become the Fourier modes of these fields [17, 35, 36, 18, 34] .
